UNITED
WE STAND

IIASD IPAC

When it comes to protecting the way we do business and the future of the
independent agency system in South Dakota, we must stand united. That’s
where IIASDPAC comes in. For decades, IIASDPAC has been a critical part
of making sure South Dakota independent agents have:

Independent Insurance Agents of South
Dakota
•
Political Action Committee
•
•

A recognized, united voice at the Statehouse
A seat at the table when the big discussions are taking place
Access to elected officials so they have the resources they need to make
informed decisions on insurance and small business matters

IIASDPAC is the political voice for South
Dakota independent agents. Help us
Whether it’s taxes, tort reform or rebating, the South Dakota Legislature
support candidates in South Dakota that
and statewide elected officials like the South Dakota Insurance
support the independent agency system.
Commissioner make decisions every day that impact agents and the
consumers we serve. Join us at IIASDPAC today and make sure
independent agents continue to have a voice when those decisions are on
the table.
See Reverse Side To See How >>

Join Us Now !

What is SD I-PAC?
SD I-PAC is the Independent Agents Political Action Committee. SD I-PAC is not affiliated with any political group.
It is a voluntary, non-profit, unincorporated committee established by the independent insurance agents of South
Dakota. Its purpose is to contribute to the election campaigns of selected candidates for the South Dakota Legislature
and Constitutional offices.
Why was SD I-PAC created?
SD I-PAC was organized to develop more political weight behind the independent agent’s voice in South Dakota. All state
legislators affect the private insurance system regardless of their district.
What is the relationship between SD I-PAC and the Independent Insurance Agents of SD?
SD I-PAC functions independently of IIASD, however, the impetus for organizing SD I-Pac came from independent insurance
agent members.
Who will select the candidates for financial support?
The steering committee of SD I-PAC. Candidates will be selected on the basis of their support of the private enterprise system
of insurance. Other criteria will be their need for funds and their knowledge of the insurance industry. Monies expended by the
organization will be available for review by any participating member on request and is reported to the IIASD Board of Directors.
Also, information can be obtained from the Campaign Reporting Division of the South Dakota Secretary of State’s office.
How much should I contribute?(Agency checks are acceptable)
Consider these points:
• Your contribution is an investment in the future of the state of South Dakota, the insurance industry here, your agency
business operations within that industry, and every job based on those agency business operations.
• There is no suggested minimum on your contribution/investment. Pitch in what you can afford!
• It sometimes helps to ask: “How much is this business and this job worth to me?”
What advantage is there in contributing to a candidate through SD I-PAC rather than giving directly?
SD I-PAC is able to study the campaigns of all districts and provide support in key situations. Contributing to SD I-PAC does not
reduce the need for you to actively participate in elections held in your own district at local, state and national levels.

Corporations are expressly forbidden to contribute to any candidate or political parties.
I AGREE…									Enclosed in my contribution:

										______
To support a political action committee to elect to the South				
______
Dakota Legislature and Constitutional offices, individuals who				
______
will support the free enterprise system and understand the				
______
independent agent’s traditional role in the insurance industry.				
______

$25 SD I-PAC Member
$50 Statesman
$100 Diplomat
$200 Ambassador
Other $____________

										Agency checks are acceptable.
NAME____________________________________________________		
SD-IPAC files annual reports with the
										Secretary of State as required by law.
AGENCY__________________________________________________		
Copies of the reports are available from
										the Secretary of State.
CITY______________________________________________________
Return to SD I-PAC, 305 Island Drive, Fort Pierre SD 57532

